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Diagnostic Images

The thrombolytic effect of heat

Joanne M. Currie and Douglas J.A. Adamson

Ward 47, Aberdeen Royal Infirmary, Foresterhill, Aberdeen, AB9 2ZB, UK

The patient

A woman of76 who had a 13 year history ofcold haemagglutinin disease presented on a cold February day
with a sudden onset of breathlessness and pleuritic chest pain. A provisional diagnosis of pulmonary
embolism was made, intravenous heparin was started, and her room was maintained at a temperature of
28TC. There were no obvious predisposing factors to pulmonary thromboembolism.

Investigations

Tc-99m perfusion lung scans were performed. The ventilation scans- not shown - were both normal.
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oblique views. There are multiple, unmatched perfusion deficits in both lungs, particularly the right. These appearances
are consistent with multiple bilateral pulmonary emboli and total lung volume is reduced by 30%.
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Figure 2 One week later. Clockwise from top left are anterior, posterior, left posterior oblique, and right posterior
oblique views. This perfusion scan is normal and matched the ventilation scan (not shown).

Comment

Cold haemagglutinin disease usually occurs in the elderly and is caused by a monoclonal proliferation ofB
cells. The cold agglutinins (usually IgM kappa) are specific for red cell surface antigens and may cause
spontaneous red cell clumping in the extremities, presenting as acrocyanosis in cold weather. Thrombosis
resulting in gangrene occurs rarely.' Complement activation causes the haemolysis.

Resolution of a thrombus in one week is compatible with thrombolytic therapy but not with the simple
anticoagulation our patient received (Dr F.W. Smith, personal communication). We believe that the
pulmonary emboli were caused by red cell clumping related to the cold agglutinins. In such cases the effect
ofheat as a thrombolytic agent appears to be dramatic, returning the combined ventilation/perfusion scan
to normal within a week.
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